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Abstract
This paper describes the MATLAB/SIMULINK realization of the PUMA 560 robot manipulator
position control methodology. This paper focuses on two main areas, namely robot manipulator
analysis and implementation, and design, analyzed and implement nonlinear sliding mode control
(SMC) methods. These simulation models are developed as a part of a software laboratory to
support and enhance graduate/undergraduate robotics courses, nonlinear control courses and
MATLAB/SIMULINK courses at research and development company (SSP Co.) research center,
Shiraz, Iran.
Keywords: MATLAB/SIMULINK, PUMA 560 Robot Manipulator, Position Control Method,
Sliding Mode Control, Robotics, Nonlinear Control.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Computer modeling, simulation and implementation tools have been widely used to support and
develop nonlinear control, robotics, and MATLAB/SIMULINK courses. MATLAB with its toolboxes
such as SIMULINK [1] is one of the most accepted software packages used by researchers to
enhance teaching the transient and steady-state characteristics of control and robotic courses
[3_7]. In an effort to modeling and implement robotics, nonlinear control and advanced
MATLAB/SIMULINK courses at research and development SSP Co., authors have developed
MATLAB/SIMULINK models for learn the basic information in field of nonlinear control and
industrial robot manipulator [8, 9].
The international organization defines the robot as “an automatically controlled, reprogrammable,
multipurpose manipulator with three or more axes.” The institute of robotic in The United States
Of America defines the robot as “a reprogrammable, multifunctional manipulator design to move
material, parts, tools, or specialized devices through various programmed motions for the
performance of variety of tasks”[1]. Robot manipulator is a collection of links that connect to each
other by joints, these joints can be revolute and prismatic that revolute joint has rotary motion
around an axis and prismatic joint has linear motion around an axis. Each joint provides one or
more degrees of freedom (DOF). From the mechanical point of view, robot manipulator is divided
into two main groups, which called; serial robot links and parallel robot links. In serial robot
manipulator, links and joints is serially connected between base and final frame (end-effector).
Parallel robot manipulators have many legs with some links and joints, where in these robot
manipulators base frame has connected to the final frame. Most of industrial robots are serial
links, which in  degrees of freedom serial link robot manipulator the axis of the first three joints
has a known as major axis, these axes show the position of end-effector, the axis number four to
six are the minor axes that use to calculate the orientation of end-effector and the axis number
seven to  use to reach the avoid the difficult conditions (e.g., surgical robot and space robot
manipulator). Kinematics is an important subject to find the relationship between rigid bodies
(e.g., position and orientation) and end-effector in robot manipulator. The mentioned topic is very
important to describe the three areas in robot manipulator: practical application such as trajectory
planning, essential prerequisite for some dynamic description such as Newton’s equation for
motion of point mass, and control purposed therefore kinematics play important role to design
accurate controller for robot manipulators. Robot manipulator kinematics is divided into two main
groups: forward kinematics and inverse kinematics where forward kinematics is used to calculate
the position and orientation of end-effector with given joint parameters (e.g., joint angles and joint
displacement) and the activated position and orientation of end-effector calculate the joint
variables in Inverse Kinematics[6]. Dynamic modeling of robot manipulators is used to describe
the behavior of robot manipulator such as linear or nonlinear dynamic behavior, design of model
based controller such as pure sliding mode controller and pure computed torque controller which
design these controller are based on nonlinear dynamic equations, and for simulation. The
dynamic modeling describes the relationship between joint motion, velocity, and accelerations to
force/torque or current/voltage and also it can be used to describe the particular dynamic effects
(e.g., inertia, coriolios, centrifugal, and the other parameters) to behavior of system[1]. The
Unimation PUMA 560 serially links robot manipulator was used as a basis, because this robot
manipulator is widely used in industry and academic. It has a nonlinear and uncertain dynamic
parameters serial link 6 degrees of freedom (DOF) robot manipulator. A nonlinear robust
controller design is major subject in this work [1-15].
Controller is a device which can sense information from linear or nonlinear system (e.g., robot
manipulator) to improve the systems performance [3]. The main targets in designing control
systems are stability, good disturbance rejection, and small tracking error[5]. Several industrial
robot manipulators are controlled by linear methodologies (e.g., Proportional-Derivative (PD)
controller, Proportional- Integral (PI) controller or Proportional- Integral-Derivative (PID)
controller), but when robot manipulator works with various payloads and have uncertainty in
dynamic models this technique has limitations. From the control point of view, uncertainty is
divided into two main groups: uncertainty in unstructured inputs (e.g., noise, disturbance) and
uncertainty in structure dynamics (e.g., payload, parameter variations). In some applications robot
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manipulators are used in an unknown and unstructured environment, therefore strong
mathematical tools used in new control methodologies to design nonlinear robust controller with
an acceptable performance (e.g., minimum error, good trajectory, disturbance rejection. Sliding
mode controller is a powerful nonlinear robust controller under condition of partly uncertain
dynamic parameters of system [7]. This controller is used to control of highly nonlinear systems
especially for robot manipulators. Chattering phenomenon and nonlinear equivalent dynamic
formulation in uncertain dynamic parameter are two main drawbacks in pure sliding mode
controller [20]. The main reason to opt for this controller is its acceptable control performance in
wide range and solves two most important challenging topics in control which names, stability and
robustness [7, 17-20]. Sliding mode controller is divided into two main sub controllers:
discontinues controller  and equivalent controller . Discontinues controller causes an
acceptable tracking performance at the expense of very fast switching. Conversely in this theory
good trajectory following is based on fast switching, fast switching is caused to have system
instability and chattering phenomenon. Fine tuning the sliding surface slope is based on nonlinear
equivalent part [1, 6]. However, this controller is used in many applications but, pure sliding mode
controller has two most important challenges: chattering phenomenon and nonlinear equivalent
dynamic formulation in uncertain parameters[20]. Chattering phenomenon (Figure 1) can causes
some problems such as saturation and heat the mechanical parts of robot manipulators or
drivers. To reduce or eliminate the chattering, various papers have been reported by many
researchers which classified into two most important methods: boundary layer saturation method
and estimated uncertainties method [1].

FIGURE 1: Chattering as a result of imperfect control switching [1].

In boundary layer saturation method, the basic idea is the discontinuous method replacement by
saturation (linear) method with small neighborhood of the switching surface. This replacement
caused to increase the error performance against with the considerable chattering reduction.
Slotine and Sastry have introduced boundary layer method instead of discontinuous method to
reduce the chattering[21]. Slotine has presented sliding mode with boundary layer to improve the
industry application [22]. Palm has presented a fuzzy method to nonlinear approximation instead
of linear approximation inside the boundary layer to improve the chattering and control the result
performance[23]. Moreover, Weng and Yu improved the previous method by using a new method
in fuzzy nonlinear approximation inside the boundary layer and adaptive method[24]. As
mentioned [24]sliding mode fuzzy controller (SMFC) is fuzzy controller based on sliding mode
technique to most exceptional stability and robustness. Sliding mode fuzzy controller has the two
most important advantages: reduce the number of fuzzy rule base and increase robustness and
stability. Conversely sliding mode fuzzy controller has the above advantages, define the sliding
surface slope coefficient very carefully is the main disadvantage of this controller. Estimated
uncertainty method used in term of uncertainty estimator to compensation of the system
uncertainties. It has been used to solve the chattering phenomenon and also nonlinear
equivalent dynamic. If estimator has an acceptable performance to compensate the uncertainties,
the chattering is reduced. Research on estimated uncertainty to reduce the chattering is
significantly growing as their applications such as industrial automation and robot manipulator.
For instance, the applications of artificial intelligence, neural networks and fuzzy logic on
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estimated uncertainty method have been reported in [25-28]. Wu et al. [30] have proposed a
simple fuzzy estimator controller beside the discontinuous and equivalent control terms to reduce
the chattering. Their design had three main parts i.e. equivalent, discontinuous and fuzzy
estimator tuning part which has reduced the chattering very well. Elmali et al. [27]and Li and Xu
[29] have addressed sliding mode control with perturbation estimation method (SMCPE) to
reduce the classical sliding mode chattering. This method was tested for the tracking control of
the first two links of a SCARA type HITACHI robot. In this technique, digital controller is used to
increase the system’s response quality. However this controller’s response is very fast and
robust but it has chattering phenomenon. Design a robust controller for robot manipulator is
essential because robot manipulator has highly nonlinear dynamic parameters.
This paper is organized as follows:
In section 2, dynamic and kinematics formulation of robot manipulator and methodology of
implemented of them are presented. Detail of classical SMC and MATLAB/SIMULINK
implementation of this controller is presented in section 3. In section 4, the simulation result is
presented and finally in section 5, the conclusion is presented.

2. PUMA 560 ROBOT MANIPULATOR FORMULATION: DYNAMIC
FORMULATION OF ROBOTIC MANIPULATOR AND KINEMATICS
FORMULATION OF ROBOTIC MANIPULATOR
Rigid-body kinematics: one of the main concern among robotic and control engineers is
positioning the manipulator’s End-effector to the most accurate place and transparent the effect
of disturbance and errors which will affect on manipulator’s final result. As a matter of fact,
controlling manipulators are hard and expensive because they are multi-input, multi-output, time
variant and non-linear, so it has been a topic for researchers to design the most sufficient
controller to help the manipulator to achieve to the desired expectation under any circumstance.
PUMA 560 is a good instance for manipulators, because it is widely used in both industry and
academic, and the dynamic parameters for this robot arm have been identified and documented
in literature. One of the main parts of a manipulator’s controller is its kinematics which can be
divided into two parts; forward kinematics and inverse kinematics. Implementation of inverse
kinematic is hard and expensive. In this work we will aim on implementation of PUMA 560 robot
manipulator kinematics. Study of robot manipulators is classified into two main groups: kinematics
and dynamics. Calculate the relationship between rigid bodies and end-effector without any
forces is called Robot manipulator Kinematics. Study of this part is pivotal to calculate accurate
dynamic part, to design with an acceptable performance controller, and in real situations and
practical applications. As expected the study of manipulator kinematics is divided into two main
parts: forward and inverse kinematics. Forward kinematics has been used to find the position and
orientation of task (end-effector) frame when angles and/or displacement of joints are known.
Inverse kinematics has been used to find possible joints variable (displacements and angles)
when all position and orientation of end-effector be active [1].
The main target in forward kinematics is calculating the following function:
 , 

(1)

Where .     is a nonlinear vector function,    ,  , … … ,   is the vector of task space
variables which generally endeffector has six task space variables, three position and three
orientation,    ,  , … . ,   is a vector of angles or displacement, and finally  is the number
of actuated joints.
The Denavit-Hartenberg (D-H) convention is a method of drawing robot manipulators free body
diagrams.
Denvit-Hartenberg (D-H) convention study is necessary to calculate forward
kinematics in serial robot manipulator. The first step to calculate the serial link robot manipulator
forward kinematics is link description; the second step is finding the D-H convention after the
frame attachment and finally finds the forward kinematics. Forward kinematics is a 4×4 matrix
which 3×3 of them shows the rotation matrix, 3×1 of them is shown the position vector and last
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four cells are scaling factor[1, 6]. Wu has proposed PUMA 560 robot arm kinematics based on
accurate analysis [9].
The inverse kinematics problem is calculation of joint variables (i.e., displacement and angles),
when position and orientation of end-effector to be known. In other words, the main target in
inverse kinematics is to calculate    , where  is joint variable,  [ ,  , … . . ,  , and 
are position and orientation of endeffector, X=[X, , !, ", #, . In general analysis the inverse
kinematics of robot manipulator is difficult because, all nonlinear equations solutions are not
unique (e.g., redundant robot, elbow-up/elbow-down rigid body), and inverse kinematics are
different for different types of robots. In serial links robot manipulators, equations of inverse
kinematics are classified into two main groups: numerical solutions and closed form solutions.
Most of researcher works on closed form solutions of inverse kinematics with different methods,
such as inverse transform, screw algebra, dual matrix, iterative, geometric approach and
decoupling of position and orientation[1, 6]. Research on the Inverse Kinematics robot
manipulator PUMA 560 series, like in some applications has been working. For instance, Zhang
and Paul have worked on particular way of robot kinematics solution to reduce the
computation[10]. Kieffer has proposed a simple iterative solution to computation of inverse
kinematics[11]. Ahmad and Guez are solved the robot manipulator inverse kinematics by neural
network hybrid method which this method is combining the advantages of neural network and
iterative methods [12].
Singularity is a location in the robot manipulator’s workspace which the robot manipulator loses
one or more degrees of freedom in Cartesian space. Singularities are one of the most important
challenges in inverse kinematics which Cheng et al., have proposed a method to solve this
problem [13]. A systematic Forward Kinematics of robot manipulator solution is the main target of
this part. The first step to compute Forward Kinematics (F.K) of robot manipulator is finding the
standard D-H parameters. Figure 2 shows the schematic of the PUMA 560 robot manipulator.
The following steps show the systematic derivation of the standard D-H parameters.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Locate the robot arm
Label joints
Determine joint rotation or translation (# $% &
Setup base coordinate frames.
Setup joints coordinate frames.
Determine'( , that'( , link twist, is the angle between !( and !() about an ( .
Determine &( and *( , that *( , link length, is the distance between !( and !() along ( . &( ,
offset, is the distance between ( and ( along !( axis.
8. Fill up the D-H parameters table. Table 1 shows the standard D-H parameters for n DOF
robot manipulator.
The second step to compute Forward kinematics for robot manipulator is finding the rotation
matrix (+ ). The rotation matrix from,-( . to ,-( . is given by the following equation;
/0
 12 34


Where 5(67  is given by the following equation [1];
9:;2  < ;=>2  
12  8 ;=>2  9:;2  ?


0

(2)

(3)

and @(A7  is given by the following equation [1];
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32 
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<
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(4)

So (+ ) is given by [1]

/B  10 30 1C 3C  … … … 1B 3B 
Link i
1

(5)
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.......

.......
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2B

B

DC

0

2C

2

4C

D0

DF

C

B

TABLE 1: The Denavit Hartenberg parameter

FIGURE 2: D-H notation for a six-degrees-of-freedom PUMA 560 robot manipulator[2]
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The third step to compute the forward kinematics for robot manipulator is finding the displacement
vector &+ , that it can be calculated by the following equation [1]
B  10 G0  H 10 30 1C GC  H I H 10 30 1C 3C  … . 1B0 3B0 1B GB

(6)

The forth step to compute the forward kinematics for robot manipulator is calculate the
transformation +J by the following formulation [1]

BK

 0K. 0CK. CEK … … . B0BK  L/B


B M
0



(7)

Kinematics of PUMA 560 robot manipulator: In PUMA robot manipulator the final
transformation matrix is given by

NK

 0K. 0CK. CEK … … . FNK  L/N



N M
0

(8)

That O+ and &O+ is given by the following matrix
QR SR KR
/N  PQT ST KT V ;
QU SU KU
That +OJ can be determined by

NK

QR
 PQT
QU

SR
ST
SU

KR XR
KT XT V
KU XU

XR
N  PXT V
XU

(9)

(10)

Table 2 shows the PUMA 560 D-H parameters.
Link i
1
2
3
4
5
6

2 (rad)
20
2C
2E
2[
2F
2N

4 (rad)
<YZ
C
YZ
C
Y
< ZC
YZ
C
0

0

D(m)
0

(m)
0

0.4318

0.14909

0.0203

0

0

0.43307

0

0

0

0.05625

TABLE 2: PUMA 560 robot manipulator DH parameter [4].

As equation 8 the cells of above matrix for PUMA 560 robot manipulator is calculated by following
equations:
QR  \]2_N _ \]2_F _ \]2_[ _ \]2_C H 2_E _ \]2_0 H
B2_0 _ B2_0 H B2_F _ B2_C H 2_E _ \]2_0 H B2_N _
B2_[ _ \]2_C H 2_E _ \]2_0 < \]2_[ _ B2_0
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QT  \]2N  _ \]2F  _ \]2[  _ \]2C H 2E  _ B20  < B2[  _
\]20  H B2F  _ B2C H 2E  _ B20  H B2N  _ B2[  _
\]2C H 2E  _ B20  H \]2[  _ \]20 
QU  \]2N  _ \]2F  _ \]2[  _ B2C H 2E  < B2F  _ \]2C H
2E  H B2N  _ B2[  _ B2C H 2E 
SR  <B2N  _ \]2F  _ \]2[  _ \]2C H 2E  _ \]20  H
B2[  _ B20  H B2F  _ B2C H 2E  _ \]20  H \]2N  _
B2[  _ \]2C H 2E  _ \]20  < \]2[  _ B20 

ST  <B2N  _ \]2F  _ \]2[  _ \]2C H 2E  _ B20  < B2[  _
\]20  H B2F  _ B2C H 2E  _ B20  H \]2N  _ B2[  _
\]2C H 2E  _ B20  H \]2[  _ \]20 
SU  <B2N  _ \]2F  _ \]2[  _ B2C H 2E  < B2F  _ \]2C H
2E  H \]2N  _ B2[  _ B2C H 2E 

KR  B2F  _ \]2[  _ \]2C H 2E  _ \]20  H B2[  _ B20  <
\]2F  _ B2C H 2E  _ \]20 

KT  B2F  _ \]2[  _ \]2C H 2E  _ B20  < B2[  _ \]20  <
\]2F  _ B2C H 2E  _ B20 
KU  B2F  _ \]2[  _ B2C H 2E  H \]2F  _ \]2C H 2E 

XR  . [EE0 _ B2C H 2E  _ \]20  H . CE _ \]2C H 2E  _ \]20  <
. 0[`0 _ B20  H . [E0a _ \]2C \]20 
XT  . [EE0 _ B2C H 2E  _ B20  H . CE _ \]2C H 2E  _ B20  H
. 0[`0 _ \]20  H . [E0C _ \]2C  _ B20 

XU  <. [EE0 _ \]2C H 2E  H . CE _ B2C H 2E  H . [E0a _ B2C 

(12)

(13)

(14)

(15)

(16)
(17)
(18)
(19)
(20)
(21)
(22)

PUMA-560 Kinematics Implementation Using MATLAB/SIMULINK
robot manipulator kinematics is essential part to calculate the relationship between rigid bodies
and end-effector without any forces. Study of this part is fundamental to calculate accurate
dynamic part, to design a controller with acceptable performance, and finally in real situations and
particular applications.
In forward kinematics, variables of joints (revolute or prismatic) is given and position and
orientation (pose) of rigid body is desired (Figure 3). In revolute joints the variables are #( which
means it’s joint angle with its neighbor joint. If the joint is prismatic, the variable is di which means
link offset between joints. In forward kinematics the final result is a 4 _ 4 matrix which 3 factors of
it, is end-effector’s position and 9 is it’s orientation as shown in Figure 10.

FIGURE3: Forward kinematics block diagram
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Desired input is our goal. It means that we are expecting our End-effector to reach at that point.
Sometimes the result that manipulator is reaching at is not what we were expecting for. The main
cause of this problem is the disturbances which effects on our system. Nonetheless to say, these
disturbances are unwanted, affect on the result and they are the main reason for controller
designing. Actual input means the point that end-effector has reached as a result. Actual input, if
the disturbance does not affect on our system is the same as desired input and if it affect, is far
from the desired input. Clearly saying, if the desired input and actual input become different, the
meaning is that the end-effector has not reached to the expected point. At the very first place we
must define our system .The system that we are working on is PUMA 560 which has 6 degrees of
freedom (6 DOF) and it’s joints are RRR. It means that all joints are revolute. As mentioned
before, due to type of joints, desired inputs are varied. The joints of the system we are working on
are RRR which means they are revolute. So, system’s variables are #( .as shown in Figure 4, we
have 12 inputs and 24 outputs. Inputs are both desired inputs and actual inputs. Our goal is
testing if the actual result has reached to our desired. Also its outputs are two 4 _ 4 matrixes. In
every matrix, three of factors, show position and nine factors show orientation (Figure 4).

FIGURE 4: Forward kinematics block diagram: inputs and outputs

Note that we aim on controlling the position and we do not work on orientation. So in this system,
we do not work on actual orientation and desired orientation. In the next step, we must implement
the block diagram of our kinematics. Table 3 shows the input and outputs used in our kinematics
block diagram. Also Table 4 and Table 5 show formulation for each variable used in kinematics.

Inputs of kinematics block diagram

Outputs of kinematics block diagram

Nxa,Nya,Nza,Bxa,Bya,Bza,Txa,Tya,Tza,Pxa,Pya,
Pza

teta1a,teta2a,teta3a,teta4d,teta5d,teta6a,te
ta1d

Nxd,Nyd,Nzd,Bxd,Byd,Bzd,Txd,Tyd,Tzd,Pxd,Py
d,Pzd

teta2d,teta3d,teta4d,teta5d,teta6d
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TABLE3: Inputs and outputs of kinematics

inputs

Nxa

Formulation
cos(teta6a)*(cos(teta5d)*(cos(teta4d)*cos(teta2a+teta3a)*cos(teta1a)+sin(teta4d)*sin(teta1a))+
sin(teta5d)*sin(teta2a+teta3a)*cos(teta1a))+sin(teta6a)*(sin(teta4d)*cos(teta2a+teta3a)*cos(tet
a1a)-cos(teta4d) * sin(teta1a))
cos(teta6a)*(cos(teta5d)*(cos(teta4d)*cos(teta2a+teta3a)*sin(teta1a)sin(teta4d)*cos(teta1a))+sin(teta5d)*sin(teta2a+teta3a)*sin(teta1a))+sin(teta6a)*(sin(teta4d)*co
s(teta2a+teta3a)*sin(teta1a)+cos(teta4d)* cos(teta1a))

Nya
cos(teta6a)*(cos(teta5d)*cos(teta4d)*sin(teta2a+teta3a)- sin(teta5d)*
cos(teta2a+teta3a))+sin(teta6a)*sin(teta4d)*sin(teta2a+teta3a)
Nza

-sin(teta6a)*(cos(teta5d)*(cos(teta4d)*cos(teta2a+teta3a)*cos(teta1a)
+sin(teta4d)*sin(teta1a))+sin(teta5d)*sin(teta2a+teta3a)*cos(teta1a))+cos(teta6a)*(sin(teta4d)*
cos(teta2a+teta3a)*cos(teta1a)-cos(teta4d)*sin(teta1a))
Bxa
-sin(teta6a)*(cos(teta5d)*(cos(teta4d)*cos(teta2a+teta3a)*sin(teta1a) sin(teta4d)*cos(teta1a))+sin(teta5d)*sin(teta2a+teta3a)*sin(teta1a))
+cos(teta6a)*(sin(teta4d)*cos(teta2a+teta3a)*sin(teta1a)+cos(teta4d)*cos(teta1a))
Bya
-sin(teta6a)*(cos(teta5d)*cos(teta4d)*sin(teta2a+teta3a)-sin(teta5d)*
cos(teta2a+teta3a))+cos(teta6a)*sin(teta4d)*sin(teta2a+teta3a)
Bza
sin(teta5d)*(cos(teta4d)*cos(teta2a+teta3a)*cos(teta1a)+sin(teta4d)* sin(teta1a))cos(teta5d)*sin(teta2a+teta3a)*cos(teta1a)
Txa
sin(teta5d)*(cos(teta4d)*cos(teta2a+teta3a)*sin(teta1a)-sin(teta4d) *cos(teta1a))cos(teta5d)*sin(teta2a+teta3a)*sin(teta1a)
Tya
sin(teta5d)*cos(teta4d)*sin(teta2a+teta3a)+cos(teta5d)* cos(teta2a+teta3a)
Tza
0.4331*sin(teta2a+teta3a)*cos(teta1a)+0.0203*cos(teta2a+teta3a)* cos(teta1a)0.1491*sin(teta1a)+0.4318*cos(teta2a)*cos(teta1a)
Pxa
0.4331*sin(teta2a+teta3a)*sin(teta1a)+0.0203*cos(teta2a+teta3a)*
sin(teta1a)+0.1491*cos(teta1a)+0.4312*cos(teta2a)*sin(teta1a)
Pya
-0.4331*cos(teta2a+teta3a)+0.0203*sin(teta2a+teta3a)+0.4318* sin(teta2a)
Pza
TABLE 4: Actual input formulas
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inputs

Nxd

Formulation
cos(teta6d)*(cos(teta5d)*(cos(teta4d)*cos(teta2d+teta3d)*cos(teta1d)+sin(teta4d)*sin(teta1d))+
sin(teta5d)*sin(teta2d+teta3d)*cos(teta1d))+sin(teta6d)*(sin(teta4d)*cos(teta2d+teta3d)*cos(tet
a1d)-cos(teta4d) * sin(teta1d))
cos(teta6d)*(cos(teta5d)*(cos(teta4d)*cos(teta2d+teta3d)*sin(teta1d)sin(teta4d)*cos(teta1d))+sin(teta5d)*sin(teta2d+teta3d)*sin(teta1d))+sin(teta6d)*(sin(teta4d)*co
s(teta2d+teta3d)*sin(teta1d)+cos(teta4d)* cos(teta1d))

Nyd
cos(teta6d)*(cos(teta5d)*cos(teta4d)*sin(teta2d+teta3d)- sin(teta5d)*
cos(teta2d+teta3d))+sin(teta6d)*sin(teta4d)*sin(teta2d+teta3d)
Nzd

-sin(teta6d)*(cos(teta5d)*(cos(teta4d)*cos(teta2d+teta3d)*cos(teta1d)
+sin(teta4d)*sin(teta1d))+sin(teta5d)*sin(teta2d+teta3d)*cos(teta1d))+cos(teta6d)*(sin(teta4d)*
cos(teta2d+teta3d)*cos(teta1d)-cos(teta4d)*sin(teta1d))
Bxd
-sin(teta6d)*(cos(teta5d)*(cos(teta4d)*cos(teta2d+teta3d)*sin(teta1d) sin(teta4d)*cos(teta1d))+sin(teta5d)*sin(teta2d+teta3d)*sin(teta1d))
+cos(teta6d)*(sin(teta4d)*cos(teta2d+teta3d)*sin(teta1d)+cos(teta4d)*cos(teta1d))
Byd
-sin(teta6d)*(cos(teta5d)*cos(teta4d)*sin(teta2d+teta3d)-sin(teta5d)*
cos(teta2d+teta3d))+cos(teta6d)*sin(teta4d)*sin(teta2d+teta3d)
Bzd
sin(teta5d)*(cos(teta4d)*cos(teta2d+teta3d)*cos(teta1d)+sin(teta4d)* sin(teta1d))cos(teta5d)*sin(teta2d+teta3d)*cos(teta1d)
Txd
sin(teta5d)*(cos(teta4d)*cos(teta2d+teta3d)*sin(teta1d)-sin(teta4d) *cos(teta1d))cos(teta5d)*sin(teta2d+teta3d)*sin(teta1d)
Tyd
sin(teta5d)*cos(teta4d)*sin(teta2d+teta3d)+cos(teta5d)* cos(teta2d+teta3d)
Tzd
0.4331*sin(teta2d+teta3d)*cos(teta1d)+0.0203*cos(teta2d+teta3d)* cos(teta1d)0.1491*sin(teta1d)+0.4318*cos(teta2d)*cos(teta1d)
Pxd
0.4331*sin(teta2d+teta3d)*sin(teta1d)+0.0203*cos(teta2d+teta3d)*
sin(teta1d)+0.1491*cos(teta1d)+0.4312*cos(teta2d)*sin(teta1d)
Pyd
-0.4331*cos(teta2d+teta3d)+0.0203*sin(teta2d+teta3d)+0.4318* sin(teta2d)
Pzd
TABLE 5: Desired input formulas
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As mentioned before, we aim on position controlling. so we must connect desired position and
actual position to RMS error block diagram to find out whether the end-effector has reached to
expected point or not. Kinematics of our system is shown in Figure 5.

FIGURE 5: Kinematics of PUMA 560

Dynamic of Robot Manipulator
Dynamic equation is the study of motion with regard to forces. Dynamic modeling is vital for
control, mechanical design, and simulation. It is used to describe dynamic parameters and also to
describe the relationship between displacement, velocity and acceleration to force acting on robot
manipulator. To calculate the dynamic parameters which introduced in the following lines, four
algorithms are very important.
i. Inverse dynamics, in this algorithm, joint actuators are computed (e.g., force/torque or
voltage/current) from endeffector position, velocity, and acceleration. It is used in feed
forward control.
ii. Forward dynamics used to compute the joint acceleration from joint actuators. This
algorithm is required for simulations.
iii. The joint-space inertia matrix, necessary for maps the joint acceleration to the joint
actuators. It is used in analysis, feedback control and in some integral part of forward
dynamics formulation.
iv. The operational-space inertia matrix, this algorithm maps the task accelerations to task
actuator in Cartesian space. It is required for control of end-effector.
The field of dynamic robot manipulator has a wide literature that published in professional
journals and established textbooks [1, 6, 14].
Several different methods are available to compute robot manipulator dynamic equations. These
methods include the Newton-Euler (N-E) methodology, the Lagrange-Euler (L-E) method, and
Kane’s methodology [1].
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The Newton-Euler methodology is based on Newton’s second law and several different
researchers are signifying to develop this method [1, 14]. This equation can be described the
behavior of a robot manipulator link-by-link and joint-by-joint from base to endeffector, called
forward recursion and transfer the essential information from end-effector to base frame, called
backward recursive. The literature on Euler-Lagrange’s is vast but a good starting point to learn
about it is in[1]. Calculate the dynamic equation robot manipulator using E-L method is easier
because this equation is derivation of nonlinear coupled and quadratic differential equations. The
Kane’s method was introduced in 1961 by Professor Thomas Kane[1, 6]. This method used to
calculate the dynamic equation of motion without any differentiation between kinetic and potential
energy functions. The equation of a multi degrees of freedom (DOF) robot manipulator is
calculated by the following equation[6]:
c  d H Q , e   

(23)

Q , e   3 , e  H h 

(24)

Where τ is  _ 1 vector of actuation torque, M (q) is  _  symmetric and positive define inertia
matrix, g, e  is the vector of nonlinearity term, and q is  _ 1 position vector. In equation 2.8 if
vector of nonlinearity term derive as Centrifugal, Coriolis and Gravity terms, as a result robot
manipulator dynamic equation can also be written as [80]:
3 , e   S  e e  H i  e C

  c  d H S  e e  H i  e C H h 

(25)
(26)

Where,

j is matrix of coriolis torques, k is matrix of centrifugal torque, e e  is vector of joint velocity
that it can give by: e . e  , e  . e l , … . , e  . e  , e  . e l , … . .  , and e  is vector, that it can given by:
e , e   , e l  , … .  .
In robot manipulator dynamic part the inputs are torques and the outputs are actual
displacements, as a result in (2.11) it can be written as [1, 6, 80-81];
d  c0  . , < Q , e .

(27)

To implementation (27) the first step is implement the kinetic energy matrix (M) parameters by
used of Lagrange’s formulation. The second step is implementing the Coriolis and Centrifugal
matrix which they can calculate by partial derivatives of kinetic energy. The last step to implement
the dynamic equation of robot manipulator is to find the gravity vector by performing the
summation of Lagrange’s formulation. The kinetic energy equation (M) is a  _  symmetric
matrix that can be calculated by the following equation;
K
KiC
K
KiE
c2  m0 nKo0 no0 H nKi0
p0 q0 np0 H mC noC noC H npC qC npC H mE noE noE H npE qE npE H
K
Ki[
K
KiF
K
KiN
m[ no[ no[ H np[ q[ np[ H mF noF noF H npF qF npF HmN noN noN H npN qN npN

As mentioned above the kinetic
by the following matrix [1, 6]
c00 c0C …
tc
…
…
s C0
…
…
…
c   s
…
…
…
s
…
…
s …
rcB.0
…
…

(28)

energy matrix in  DOF is a  _  matrix that can be calculated
… . … . . c0B
… . … . . cCB w
v
…
…
… v
…
…
… v
…
…
… v
… . … cB.B u
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The Coriolis matrix (B) is a  _
x
t 00C
x
s C0C
…
S   s
s …
s …
rxB.0.C

x00E
…
…
…
…
…




matrix which calculated as follows;

… x00B
… xC0B
…
…
…
…
…
…
… xB.0.B

x0CE
xCCE
…
…
…
…

and the Centrifugal matrix (C) is a  _  matrix;
i00
i   8 y
iB0

… x0CB
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…

…
…
…
…
…
…

… x0.B0.B
w
… xC.B0.B
v
…
… v
…
… v
…
… v
… xB.B0.B u

I i0B
z
y ?
I iBB

(30)

(31)

And last the Gravity vector (G) is a  _ 1 vector;
|0
|C
h   { y }
|B

(32)

Dynamics of PUMA560 Robot Manipulator
To position control of robot manipulator, the second three axes are locked the dynamic equation
of PUMA robot manipulator is given by [77-80];
2eC0
20d
2e0 2eC
0
d
c2d P 2C V H ~2 P2e0 2eE V H i2 P2eCC V H h2  8C ?
E
2dE
2eC 2eE
2eCE

Where

c
tc00
s C0
c
c   s E0
s 
s 
r 

c is computed as

c0C
cCC
cEC




c0E
cCE
cEE







c[[





cEF

cFF



 w
v
 v
 v
 v
cNN u

c00  qm0 H q0 H qE _ 9:;2C  9:;2C  H q ;=>2C H 2E ;=>2C H 2E  H
q0 ;=>2C H 2E 9:;2C H 2E  H q00 ;=>2C 9:;2C  H qC0 ;=>2C H 2E ;=>2C H
2E  H C H qF 9:;2C ;=>2C H 2E  H q0C 9:;2C 9:;2C H 2E  H q0F ;=>2C H
2E ;=>2C H 2E  H q0N 9:;2C ;=>2C H 2E  H qCC ;=>2C H 2E 9:;2C H 2E 
c0C  q[ ;=>2C  H qa 9:;2C H 2E  H q` \]2C  H q0E ;=>2C H 2E  <
q0a 9:;2C H 2E 
c0E  qa 9:;2C H 2E  H q0E ;=>2C H 2E  < q0a 9:;2C H 2E 
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cCC  qmC H qC H qN H CqF ;=>2E  H q0C 9:;2C  H q0F H q0N ;=>2E 

(38)

cCE  qF ;=>2E  H qN H q0C 9:;2E  H q0N ;=>2E  H Cq0F

(39)

cEE  qmE H qN H Cq0F

(40)

cEF  q0F H q0

(41)

c[[  qm[ H q0[

(42)

cFF  qmF H q0

(43)

cNN  qmN H qCE

(44)

cC0  c0C , cE0  c0E DB cEC  cCE
and Corilios (S) matrix is calculated as the following

Where,

x
t 00C

s

S   s
x
s [0C
s 
r 

x00E


x[0C




xC0[
xE0[

xF0[


x00F


x[0F



 x0CE
 xCCE









(45)


 xCCF


















 xCEF






























x00C  C< qE ;=>2C 9:;2C  H qF 9:;2C H 2C H 2E  H q ;=>2C H 2E 9:;2C H
2E  < q0C ;=>2C H 2C H 2E  < q0F C;=>2C H 2E 9:;2C H 2E  H q0N 9:;2C H 2C H
2E  H qC0 ;=>2C H 2E 9:;2C H 2E  H qCC 0 < C;=>2C H 2E ;=>2C H 2E  H
q0 0 < C;=>2C H 2E ;=>2C H 2E  H q00 0 < C;=>2C ;=>2C 
x00E 
C qF 9:;2C 9:;2C H 2E  H q ;=>2C H 2E 9:;2C H 2E  < q0C 9:;2C ;=>2C H
2C  H q0F C;=>2C H 2E 9:;2C H 2E  H q0N 9:;2C 9:;2C H 2E  H qC0 ;=>2C H
2E 9:;2C H 2E  H qCC 0 < C;=>2C H 2E ;=>2C H 2E  H q0 0 < C;=>2C H
2E ;=>2C H 2E 
x00F  C<;=>2C H 2E 9:;2C H 2E  H q0F C;=>2C H 2E 9:;2C H 2E  H
q0N 9:;2C 9:;2C H 2E  H qCC 9:;2C H 2E 9:;2C H 2E  


w
v
v
v
v
u

(46)

(47)

(48)

(49)

x0CE  C<qa ;=>2C H 2E  H q0E 9:;2C H 2E  H q0a ;=>2C H 2E  

(50)

xCCE  C<q0C ;=>2E  H qF 9:;2E  H q0N 9:;2E  

(52)

xC0[  q0[ ;=>2C H 2E  H q0` ;=>2C H 2E  H CqC ;=>2C H 2E 0 < . F
xCEF  Cq0N 9:;2E  H qCC 
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xE0[  CqC ;=>2C H 2E 0 < . F H q0[ ;=>2C H 2E  H q0` ;=>2C H 2E 

(54)

x[0E  <xE0[  <CqC ;=>2C H 2E 0 < . F H q0[ ;=>2C H 2E  H q0` ;=>2C H 2E 

(56)

xF0[  <x[0F  qC ;=>2C H 2E  H q0 ;=>2C H 2E 

(58)

x[0C  xC0[  <q0[ ;=>2C H 2E  H q0` ;=>2C H 2E  H CqC ;=>2C H 2E 0 < . F

x[0F  <qC ;=>2C H 2E  < q0 ;=>2C H 2E 
consequently coriolis matrix is shown as bellows;

x . . . H x . . . H  H x0CE .
t 00C 0 C . .00E 0 E
 H xCCE . C E H  H 
s
.
.
S .
s 
s x[0C . .0 C. H x[0E . .0 .E H 
s 
r 
Moreover Centrifugal (i) matrix is demonstrated as

Where,


ti
s C0
i
i   s E0
s 
siF0
r 

i0C

iEC

iFC


i0E
iCE



















. .
C E


w
v
v
v
v
u

w
v
v
v
v
u

\0C  q[ 9:;2C  < qa ;=>2C H 2E  < q` ;=>2C  H q0E 9:;2C H 2E  H q0a ;=>2C H
2E 

(55)

(57)

(59)

(60)

(61)

\0E  . Fx0CE  <qa ;=>2C H 2E  H q0E 9:;2C H 2E  H q0a ;=>2C H 2E 

(62)

\CC  . FxCCE  <q0C ;=>2E  H qF 9:;2E  H q0N 9:;2E 

(64)

\E0  <\CE  q0C ;=>2E  < qF 9:;2E  < q0N 9:;2E 

(66)

\C0  <. Fx00C  qE ;=>2C 9:;2C  < qF 9:;2C H 2C H 2E  < q ;=>2C H
2E 9:;2C H 2E  H q0C ;=>2C H 2C H 2E  H q0F C;=>2C H 2E 9:;2C H 2E  <
q0N 9:;2C H 2C H 2E  < qC0 ;=>2C H 2E 9:;2C H 2E  < qCC 0 < C;=>2C H
2E ;=>2C H 2E  < . Fq0 0 < C;=>2C H 2E ;=>2C H 2E  < . Fq00 0 <
C;=>2C ;=>2C 
\CE  <. Fx00E  <qF 9:;2C 9:;2C H 2E  < q ;=>2C H 2E 9:;2C H 2E  H
q0C 9:;2C ;=>2C H 2C  < q0F C;=>2C H 2E 9:;2C H 2E  < q0N 9:;2C 9:;2C H
2E  < qC0 ;=>2C H 2E 9:;2C H 2E  < qCC 0 < C;=>2C H 2E ;=>2C H 2E  <
. Fq0 0 < C;=>2C H 2E ;=>2C H 2E 
\EC  <. Fx00F  =>2C H 2E 9:;2C H 2E  < q0F C;=>2C H 2E 9:;2C H 2E  <
q0N 9:;2C 9:;2C H 2E  < qCC 9:;2C H 2E 9:;2C H 2E 
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\FC  <. FxCCF  <q0N 9:;2E  < qCC

In this research     O  0 , as a result
.C
.C
t\00C . C H \0E . E w
C
C
s \C0 . .0 H \CE . .E v
s
C
C v
C
i . .  s \0E . .0 H \EC . .C v
s
v
C
C
s \F0 . .0 H \FC . .C v
r
u
Gravity (h) Matrix can be written as

t| w
s Cv
|
h   s E v
sv
s|F v
ru

Where,

hC  |0 9:; 2C  H |C ;=>2C H 2E  H |E ;=> 2C  H |[ 9:; 2C H 2E  H |F ;=> 2C H
2E 
hE  |C ;=>2C H 2E  H |[ 9:; 2C H 2E  H |F ;=> 2C H 2E 
hF  |F ;=> 2C H 2E 

Suppose d is written as follows
d  c0  . , < S  e e H i  e C H | .
and  is introduced as
  , < S  e e H i  e C H | .
d can be written as
d  c0  . 

Therefore  for PUMA robot manipulator is calculated by the following equations

(68)

(69)

(70)

(71)

(72)

(73)

(74)

(75)

(76)

0  0 <  x00C e 0 e C H x00E e 0 e E H  H x0CE e C e E  <  i0C e C C H i0E e E C  < |0

(77)

E  E < iE0 e 0 C H iEC e C C  < |E

(79)

C  C <  xCCE e C e E  <  iC0 e 0 C H iCE e E C  < |C
[  [ <  x[0C e 0 e C H x[0E e 0 e E  < |[
F  F <  iF0 e 0 C H iFC e C C  < |F
N  N
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An information about inertial constant and gravitational constant are shown in Tables 6 and 7
based on the studies carried out by Armstrong [80] and Corke and Armstrong [81].
I  1.43  0.05

  1.75  0.07

  0.372  0.031

IO  0.333  0.016

l  1.38  0.05

  0.298  0.029

  0.69  0.02

I  <0.134  0.014

  0.0238  0.012

+  <0.0213  0.0022

l  <0.00379  0.0009

  0.00164  0.000070

  0.000642  0.0003

I  0.000431  0.00013

  <0.0142  0.0070
  0.00125  0.0003
  0.0003  0.0014

  <0.011  0.0011

O  0.00124  0.0003

+  <0.000202  0.0008

I  <0.0001  0.0006

  <0.000058  0.000015

  4.71  0.54

l  0.827  0.093

Il  0.00004  0.00002
  0.2  0.016

O  0.193  0.016

  1.14  0.27

  0.179  0.014

TABLE 6: Inertial constant reference (Kg.m2)

  <37.2  0.5
l  1.02  0.50

  <0.0282  0.0056

  <8.44  0.20

  0.249  0.025

TABLE 7: Gravitational constant (N.m)

Formulation and implementation of Matrix Entries: As mentioned before, every matrix entry
has its own formula. Below you can find them:
Finding inverse matrix for kinetic energy: Kinetic energy has illustrated by M. The kinetic
energy matrix is a 6 x 6 matrix [10]. In MATLAB, the command “inv(matrix)” will inverse a n x n
matrix .what is more, the results must be taken into a separate matrix in order to be used in
-1
Dynamic equation. Both M and M must be implemented in a separate Matlab Embedded
Function. The outputs of M will be linked to inputs of M-1. The block diagram will be shown as
Figure 6.
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M

M-1

FIGURE6: Block diagram for kinetic energy

Coriolis Effect Matrix: The Coriolis Effect is a 15 x 6 matrix. The block diagram of j. e e 
could be shown as Figure 7. We set q 4 = q 5 = q 6 = 0
:

FIGURE7: Block diagram for coriolis effect

Centrifugal Force Matrix
Centrifugal force has illustrated as C and is a 6 x 6 matrix. In PUMA 560, the centrifugal force is a
6 x 6 matrix.after implementing centrifugal force in a block diagram, its time to implement ke .
We set q 4 = q 5 = q 6 = 0 the block diagram for this part could be illustrated as Figure 8.
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FIGURE8: Block diagram for Centrifugal force

Gravity Matrix
Gravity is shown as g and is a 6 x 1 matrix. In PUMA 560, the Gravity is a 6 x 1 matrix. The block
diagram is presented as Figure 9.

FIGURE9: Block diagram for Gravity

q is summation between Coriolis Effect Matrix, Centrifugal force Matrix and Gravity matrix. 
could be find in equation (77). Figure 10 is shown  and  implementation.

Implement Dynamic Formula in SIMULINK

The block diagram I can be made as below:
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FIGURE 10: Block diagram for K and I

After masking I the block diagram will be making as Figure 11.

FIGURE 11: Block diagram for qd
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After implementing, block diagram should be masked. The block diagram shown in Figure 11,
counts d .to count q, block diagram below must be implemented as Figure 12.

FIGURE 12: Block diagram for q

Now, everything should be masked and constants shown in Table1 and Table2 must be defined.
At the end the final block diagram could be illustrated as Figure 13.

FIGURE 13: final block diagram for Dynamic model
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3. CONTROL: SLIDING MODE CONTROLLER ANALYSIS, MODELLING AND
IMPLEMENTATION ON PUMA 560 ROBOT MANIPULATOR
In this section formulations of sliding mode controller for robot manipulator is presented based on
[1, 6]. Consider a nonlinear single input dynamic system is defined by [6]:
(83)
 H xR

RB  R

Where u is the vector of control input, RB is the B derivation of R, R  R, Re , Rd , … , RB0 K is the
state vector, R is unknown or uncertainty, and xR is of known sign function. The main goal to
design this controller is train to the desired state;
R  R , Re  , Rd  , … , R B0 K , and trucking
error vector is defined by [6]:
  R < R  R
, … , R
B0 K
R

(84)

A time-varying sliding surface R,  in the state space /B is given by [6]:

(85)

R,    H B0 R

where λ is the positive constant. To further penalize tracking error, integral part can be used in
sliding surface part as follows [6]:

(86)
&
 ¤  
R,    H B0 ¢£ R
&¡

The main target in this methodology is kept the sliding surface slope R,  near to the zero.
Therefore, one of the common strategies is to find input 1 outside of R,  [6].
0 C
(87)
 R,  ¥ <¦|R, |
C 
where ζ is positive constant.
©
(88)
If S(0)>0¨ ©ª «ª ¥ <¬
To eliminate the derivative term, it is used an integral term from t=0 to t= D\
® D\
® D\

£
G ¥ < £
¯ ¨ G  D\  < G ¥ <¦ D\ < 

®
®

(89)

Where ¡°±²³´ is the time that trajectories reach to the sliding surface so, suppose S(¡°±²³´  0
defined as
G
(90)
 < G ¥ <¯ D\  ¨  D\ ¥
¦
and
|G|
(91)
 G µ 0 ¨ 0 < ¶ ¥ <¯ D\  ¨ G ¥ <¦ D\  ¨  D\ ¥
¯
trajectories are outside of ¶¡.
 G D\  G ¨ ]R < R   

Equation (91) guarantees time to reach the sliding surface is smaller than

|G|
¦

since the

suppose S is defined as

  ·e < ·e ©  H ¸· < ·© 
R,    H  R

The derivation of S, namely, ¶e can be calculated as the following;
Ge  ·d < ·d ©  H ¸·e < ·e © 

(92)

(93)

(94)

suppose the second order system is defined as;
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Rd   H  ¨ Ge   H 1 < Rd  H ¸·e < ·e © 

(95)

Where  is the dynamic uncertain, and also since ¶  0 *& ¶e  0, to have the best
¹ is defined as
approximation ,1
º
¹
(96)
1  < H Rd  < ·e < ·e © 

A simple solution to get the sliding condition when the dynamic parameters have uncertainty is
the switching control law:
¹ < R
(97)
,  · ;¼>
1  1
where the switching function ;¼>« is defined as [1, 6]
0
¾0
(98)
|B  ½ <0
 µ 0¿


,  is the positive constant. Suppose by (90) the following equation can be written as,
and the R
0 C
(99)
 R,   « e · «   < º < ;¼> · G   < º · G < |G|
C 
and if the equation (94) instead of (93) the sliding surface can be calculated as

(100)

 ¤  ·e < ·e ©  H C ·e < ·e ©  < ¸C · < ·© 
R,    H C ¢£ R


in this method the approximation of 1 is computed as [6]
¹  <º H Rd  < C ·e < ·e ©  H ¸C · < ·© 
(101)
1
Based on above discussion, the sliding mode control law for a multi degrees of freedom robot
manipulator is written as [1, 6]:
(102)
   H 

Where, the model-based component  is the nominal dynamics of systems and 
DOF PUMA robot manipulator can be calculate as follows [1]:
  c0 S H i H h H Gec
and  is computed as [1];
   · ;¼>G

for first 3
(103)

(104)

by replace the formulation (104) in (102) the control output can be written as;
   H . ;¼>G

(105)

Figure 14 shows the position classical sliding mode control for PUMA 560 robot manipulator. By
(105) and (103) the sliding mode control of PUMA 560 robot manipulator is calculated as;
(106)
  c0 S H i H h H Gec H  · ;¼>G
where ¶  ÀÁ H Áe in PD-SMC and ¶  ÀÁ H Áe H   ∑ Á in PID-SMC.
Â
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FIGURE 14: Block diagram of pure sliding mode controller with switching function

Implemented Sliding Mode Controller
The main object is implementation of controller block. According to T dis equation which is T dis=K
* sign(s), this part will be created like figure 15. As it is obvious, the parameter e is the difference
of actual and desired values and Áe is the change of error. Luanda (l1) and k are coefficients which
are affected on discontinuous component and the saturation function accomplish the switching
progress. A sample of discontinuous torque for one joint is like figure 15.

FIGURE 15: Discontinuous part of torque for one joint variable

As it is seen in figure 15 the error value and the change of error were chosen to exhibit in
measurement center. In this block by changing gain and coefficient values, the best control
system will be applied. In the second step according to torque formulation in SMC mode, the
equivalent
part
should
constructed.
Based
on
equivalent
formulation
  c0 S H i H h H Gec all constructed blocks just connect to each other as Figure 16. In
this figure the N (, e ) is the dynamic parameters block (i.e., A set of Coriolis, Centrifugal and
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Gravity blocks) and the derivative of S is apparent. Just by multiplication and summation, the
output which is equivalent torque will be obtained.

FIGURE 16: the equivalent part of torque with required blocks

The inputs are thetas and the final outputs are equivalent torque values. The relations between
other blocks are just multiplication and summation as mentioned in torque equation.
The next
phase is calculation of the summation of equivalent part and discontinuous part which make the
total torque value. This procedure is depicted in Figure 17.
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FIGURE 17: the total value of torque which is summation of equivalent & discontinuous blocks

In the next step transform our subsystems into a general system to form controller block and the
outputs will be connected to the plant, in order to execute controlling process. Then, trigger the
main inputs with power supply to check validity and performance. In Figure 18 Dynamics,
Kinematics, Controller and the measurement center blocks are shown.
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FIGURE 18: Measurement center, Controller, Dynamics and Kinematics Blocks

4. RESULTS
PD-sliding mode controller (PD-SMC) and PID-sliding mode controller (PID-SMC) were tested to
Step and Ramp responses. In this simulation the first, second, and third joints are moved from
home to final position without and with external disturbance. The simulation was implemented in
MATLAB/SIMULINK environment. It is noted that, these systems are tested by band limited white
noise with a predefined 40% of relative to the input signal amplitude which the sample time is
equal to 0.1. This type of noise is used to external disturbance in continuous and hybrid systems.
Tracking Performances
Figures 19 and 20 show the tracking performance in PD-SMC and PID SMC without disturbance
for Step and Ramp trajectories. The best possible coefficients in Step PID-SMC are; Ä  Å 
(  30, "  "  "l  0.1, *& À  3, À  6, Àl  6 and in Ramp PID-SMC are; Ä  Å 
(  5, "  "  "l  0.1, *& À  15, À  15, Àl  10 as well as similarly in Step PD-SMC
are; Ä  Å  10, "  "  "l  0.1, *& À  1, À  6, Àl  8; and at last in Ramp PD-SMC
are; Ä  Å  5, "  "  "l  0.1, *& À  15, À  15, Àl  10. From the simulation for first,
second, and third links, different controller gains have the different result. Tuning parameters of
PID-SMC and PD-SMC for two type trajectories in PUMA 560 robot manipulator are shown in
Table 8 to 11.
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data
1
data
2
data
3

λ1

k1

φ1

λ2

k2

φ2

λ3

k3

φ3

SS
error 1

SS
error 2

SS
error 3

RMS
error

3

30

0.1

6

30

0.1

6

30

0.1

0

0

0

3
0
3

30

0.1

60

30

0.1

30

0.1

-5.17

14.27

0.05

30
0

0.1

6

30
0

0.1

6
0
6

-5.3e15
-1.142

30
0

0.1

2.28

0.97

0.076

0.08

TABLE 8: Tuning parameters of Step PID-SMC

dat
a1
dat
a2
dat
a3

λ1

k1

φ1

λ2

k2

φ2

λ3

k3

φ3

SS
error 1

SS
error 2

SS
error 3

RMS
error

15

5

0.1

15

5

0.1

10

5

0.1

4.6e-12

15
0
15

5

0.1

5

0.1

5

0.1

1005

0.00024
41
0.8

0.1

50

0.1

10
0
10

-3.87e12
436.5

50

15
0
15

-3.97e12
1108

50

0.1

-0.1877

-0.1

-0.03

0.00065
79

RMS
error

TABLE 9: Tuning parameters of a Ramp PID-SMC

k1
dat
a1
dat
a2
dat
a3

λ1

φ1

k2

λ2

φ2

k3

λ3

φ3

SS error

SS error

SS error

1

2

3

10

1

0.1

10

6

0.1

10

8

0.1

1e-6

1e-6

1e-6

1.2e-6

10
0
10

1

0.1

6

0.1

100

8

0.1

0.2

0.05

-0.02

-0.037

10

0.1

10
0
10

60

0.1

10

80

0.1

0.22

-0.21

-0.19

0.09

TABLE 10: Tuning parameters of a Step PD-SMC

dat
a1
dat
a2
dat
a3

k1

λ1

φ1

k2

λ2

φ2

k3

λ3

φ3

SS
error 1

SS
error 2

SS
error 3

RMS
error

5

15

0.1

5

15

0.1

5

10

0.1

-6e-12

15

0.1

50

15

0.1

50

10

0.1

0.09

-1.7e11
0.02

8.3e-5

50

-8.5e11
0.06

0.00162

5

15
0

0.1

5

15
0

0.1

5

10
0

0.1

377.7

377

272

0.732

TABLE 11: Tuning parameters of a Ramp PD-SMC
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FIGURE 19: Step PD-SMC and PID-SMC for First, second and third link trajectory without any disturbance

By comparing step response, Figure 19, in PD and PID-SMC, conversely the PID's overshoot
(0%) is lower than PD's (1%), the PD’s rise time (0.483 Sec) is dramatically lower than PID’s (0.9
Sec); in addition the Settling time in PD (Settling time=0.65 Sec) is fairly lower than PID
(Settling time=1.4 Sec).
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FIGURE 20: Ramp PD SMC and PID SMC for First, second and third link trajectory without any
disturbance.

Figure 20 shows that, the trajectories response process that in the first 3.3 seconds rise to 10
then they are on a stable state up to the second 30.
Disturbance Rejection
Figures 21 and 22 are indicated the power disturbance removal in PD and PID-SMC. As
mentioned before, SMC is one of the most important robust nonlinear controllers. Besides a band
limited white noise with predefined of 40% the power of input signal is applied to the step and
ramp PD and PID-SMC; it found slight oscillations in trajectory responses.
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FIGURE 21: Step PD SMC and PID SMC for First, second and third link trajectory with external disturbance
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FIGURE 22: Ramp PD SMC and PID SMC for first, second and third link trajectory with external disturbance
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Among above graphs (21 and 22), relating to step and ramp trajectories following with external
disturbance, PID SMC and PD SMC have slightly fluctuations. By comparing overshoot, rise time,
and settling time; PID's overshoot (0.9%) is lower than PD's (1.1%), PD’s rise time (0.48 sec) is
considerably lower than PID’s (0.9 sec) and finally the Settling time in PD (Settling time=0.65
Sec) is quite lower than PID (Settling time=1.5 Sec).
Chattering phenomenon: As mentioned in previous chapter, chattering is one of the most
important challenges in sliding mode controller which one of the major objectives in this research
is reduce or remove the chattering in system’s output. To reduce the chattering researcher is
used Æ*¡Ç%*¡È$ function instead of ÆÉÈ¡ÊÈ function. Figure 23 has shown the power of
boundary layer (saturation) method to reduce the chattering in PD-SMC.

FIGURE 23: PD-SMC boundary layer methods Vs. PD-SMC with discontinuous (Sign) function

Figures 24 and 25 have indicated the power of chattering rejection in PD and PID-SMC, with and
without disturbance. As mentioned before, chattering can caused to the hitting in driver and
mechanical parts so reduce the chattering is more important. Furthermore band limited white
noise with predefined of 40% the power of input signal is applied the step and ramp PD and PIDSMC, it seen that slight oscillations in third joint trajectory responses. Overall in this research with
regard to the step response, PD-SMC has the steady chattering compared to the PID-SMC.
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FIGURE 24: Step PID SMC and PD SMC for First, second and third link chattering without and with
disturbance.
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FIGURE 25: Ramp PID SMC and PD SMC for First, second and third link chattering without and with
disturbance.

Errors in the model: Figures 26 and 27 have shown the error disturbance in PD and PID SMC.
The controllers with no external disturbances have the same error response, but PID SMC has
the better steady state error when the robot manipulator has an external disturbance. By
comparing steady and RMS error in a system with no disturbance it found that the PID’s errors
(Steady State error = 0 and RMS error=1e-8) are approximately less than PD’s (Steady State
error Ë 0 < N and RMS error=0. C < N).
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FIGURE 26: Step PID SMC and PD SMC for First, second and third link steady state error performance.

Above graphs (26 and 27) show that in first seconds; PID SMC and PD SMC are increasing very
fast. By comparing the steady state error and RMS error it found that the PID's errors (Steady
State error = -0.0007 and RMS error=0.0008) are fairly less than PD's (Steady State error
Ë . 0C and RMS error=. 0a), When disturbance is applied to PD and PID SMC the errors
are about 13% growth.
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FIGURE 27: Ramp PID SMC and PD SMC for First, second and third link steady state error performance

5. CONCLUSION
In this research we introduced, basic concepts of robot manipulator (e.g., PUMA 560 robot
manipulator) and nonlinear control methodology. PUMA 560 robot manipulator is a 6 DOF serial
robot manipulator. One of the most active research areas in the field of robotics is robot
manipulators control, because these systems are multi-input multi-output (MIMO), nonlinear, and
uncertainty. At present, robot manipulators are used in unknown and unstructured situation and
caused to provide complicated systems, consequently strong mathematical tools are used in new
control methodologies to design nonlinear robust controller with satisfactory performance (e.g.,
minimum error, good trajectory, disturbance rejection). Sliding mode controller (SMC) is a
significant nonlinear controller under condition of partly uncertain dynamic parameters of system.
This controller is used to control of highly nonlinear systems especially for robot manipulators,
because this controller is a robust and stable. Conversely, pure sliding mode controller is used in
many applications; it has an important drawback namely; chattering phenomenon. The chattering
phenomenon problem can be reduced by using linear saturation boundary layer function in sliding
mode control law. Lyapunov stability is proved in pure sliding mode controller based on switching
(sign) function.
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